
Who was attacked?

TeamViewer is a Remote Desktop Protocol tool that 
supports a range of different operating systems 
and devices.

What was the attack-narrative?

Starting in May 2016 and reaching fever pitch in early 
June 2016, increasing numbers of TeamViewer customers 
claimed that, without their authorization, they witnessed 
TeamViewer accessing their machines, opening internet 
browsers, and draining bank, PayPal, and eBay accounts.

How did the attack operate?

In the wake of megabreaches that publicly leaked 
hundreds of millions of user-credentials from sites like 
LinkedIn and Tumblr, TeamViewer claims that affected 
users have compromised (or weak) passwords. Attackers 
commonly find leaked credentials online, and attempt 
to use them in other applications.

In contrast, there are notable and numerous claims 
stating that accounts with strong, unique passwords and 
multifactor authentication are among the hacked victims. 
These claims accuse TeamViewer of having compromised 
servers and not detecting the attack.

To do this, an attacker must gain initial access to a 
single host on the network and iteratively gather stored 
credentials and saved connections, moving laterally 
to connected hosts. Having navigated the network, 
and found sensitive data, information must be 
exfiltrated without detection.
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How would illusive have detected the attack before the payload-launch?

Prevention Through Detection
TeamViewer Network

The illusive Deceptions Everywhere® solution removes the uncertainty and power of potential attacks like this. High 
fidelity alerts identify breaches with certainty, indicate attack-location, and collect real-time, source-based forensics.

With illusive, companies can avoid servers being compromised, refute claims of compromise when they arise, and 
avoid the associated PR fiasco. On hosts, illusive plants a plethora of deceptive credentials, database-connections, 
and SSH servers that detect, distract, and divert attackers before sensitive data is compromised.
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